delve into the dynamic world of islamic online business with ethics e commerce and international trade by srp this insightful book navigates the intersection of ethical principles and the ever evolving landscape of digital commerce explore the profound connections between islamic values and successful international trade providing a comprehensive guide for entrepreneurs and business enthusiasts srp skillfully weaves together the threads of ethics e commerce and global trade offering a compelling narrative that resonates with both seasoned professionals and those embarking on the exciting journey of online business in the islamic context uncover the keys to ethical business practices and strategic international trade making this book an indispensable resource for anyone committed to thriving in the islamic online business sphere on electronic commerce in makassar indonesia from the perspective of islamic law featuring high level analysis of islamic law this book examines fintech in islamic finance from both theoretical and empirical perspectives whilst building on existing approaches it also discusses the current application of fintech in promoting financial inclusion through innovative solutions in muslim majority countries identifying future directions for policy makers with original chapters written by prominent academics senior lawyers and practitioners in the global islamic finance industry this book serves as the first standalone pioneering reference work on fintech in islamic finance it also for the first time examines the position of islamic law on cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin besides the conceptual analysis of the shar??ah and legal aspects of fintech in islamic finance this book provides relevant case studies showing current and potential developments in the application of fintech in various sectors ranging from crowdfunding and smart contracts to online dispute resolution investment account platform and identity verification in the kyc process setting the agenda for researchers in the field fintech in islamic finance will be useful to students and scholars of islamic finance and financial technology in today s increasingly connected business world there is new pressure for local brands to go global and a need for already global corporations to cater to new audiences that were previously ignored islamic perspectives on marketing and consumer behavior planning implementation and control brings together the best practices for entry and expansion of global brands into islamic countries this book is an essential reference source for professionals looking to incorporate the laws and practices of islam into the global presence of their company and presents a cutting edge look at worldwide retail for marketing researchers and academics islamic finance has grown exponentially since 1963 and has reached more than 70 countries around the world with the asset size of about 2 5 trillion the islamic financial system today comprises a sizable asset base and there is evidence of sustained demand for islamic financial products and services in the global market with demand outstripping supply this book provides a new source of understanding of the islamic financial products in view of facilitating academia industrialists professionals product designers students and policymakers globally there is a mass of literature on islamic finance available to the market but very little research is found in the form of book exclusively on islamic financial products and their structures thus this book is a timely contribution to the global market with islamic financial product solutions are the wto agreements and dispute settlement procedures consistent with islamic shari a law principles and norms of justice how can a foreign investor in a muslim country comply with the financial tenets of shari a will arab and islamic countries continue to lag behind much of the world in e commerce or can e commerce be integrated with traditional business methods as an engine of economic growth experts examine these and other issues from their unique perspectives in this fourth volume in the permanent court of arbitration peace palace papers series which reproduces the work of the fourth international law seminar held at the peace palace on october 12 2001 the seminar organized jointly by the permanent court of arbitration and the arab union of international arbitration focused on strengthening relations with arab and islamic countries in the papers presented here the authors point out that not only is free and liberal trade deeply rooted in the culture of islam shari a urges the accommodation of all kinds of knowledge including the technological environment necessary for e commerce they point the way to full participation by arab and islamic countries in the world economic community this work focuses on
strengthening relations with arab and islamic countries in three specific areas electronic commerce the world trade organization s dispute settlement mechanisms and foreign investment contributors come from the middle east europe and north america and offer a diversity of perspectives on strengthening relations with arab and islamic countries this book will be of interest to international organizations corporate counsel international lawyers and business people as well as to students of international law and islamic law lecture notes from the year 2014 in the subject computer science commercial information technology international islamic university chittagong bangladesh course computer application in business language english abstract e commerce is a hot topic over decades this document will give an idea of e commerce technology and its perspective in bangladesh this lecture note was prepared for the course named computer application in business at department of business administration international islamic university chittagong bangladesh this proceedings volume presents selected chapters from the 13th global islamic marketing conference featuring contributions from renowned experts from around the world the chapters offer an up to date overview of research and insights into islamic business practices with a specific focus on islamic marketing and entrepreneurship strategies authored by experts hailing from diverse countries such as malaysia indonesia india pakistan united arab emirates jordan and morocco the chapters collectively provide a comprehensive understanding of the subject matter covering a wide range of topics including understanding muslim consumer behavior and marketing halal tourism and healthcare entrepreneurship and business in muslim societies women empowerment and entrepreneurship islamic ethics and values in organizations psychological factors and social issues technology and future trends and social and labor issues in muslim societies this book encompasses a global perspective on the subject matter with the expertise and diverse backgrounds of the contributing authors this book serves as an invaluable resource for researchers interested in delving into the intricacies of islamic business practices it also offers valuable insights and practical implications for business consultants seeking a deep understanding of conducting business in islam oriented regions the collective knowledge and experiences shared by these renowned experts contribute to a comprehensive exploration of the topic making this volume a significant contribution to the field of islamic marketing and business studies the internet has become an indispensable part of daily human activities the use of the internet to conduct online transactions has been increasing unless they encounter difficulties people pay very little attention as to whether the e business they are going into is valid this book intends to fill the vacuity of a comprehensive study on e business it covers not only the view of malaysian common law but also the perspective of islamic law abstract the structures and processes established within an institution offering islamic financial services iifs for monitoring and evaluating shariah compliance rely essentially on arrangements internal to the firm by being incorporated in the institutional structure a shariah supervisory board ssb has the advantage of being close to the market competent independent and empowered to approve new shariah conforming instruments an ssb can enable innovation likely to emerge within the institution the paper reviews the issues and options facing current arrangements for ensuring shariah compliance by iifs it suggests a framework that draws on internal and external arrangements to the firm and emphasizes market discipline in issuing its fatwas an ssb could be guided by standardized contracts and practices that could be harmonized by a self regulatory professionals association a framework with the suggested internal and external features could ensure adequate consistency of interpretation and enhance the enforceability of contracts before civil courts the review of transactions would mainly be entrusted to internal review units which would collaborate with external auditors responsible for issuing an annual opinion on whether the institution s activities has met its shariah requirements this process would be sustained by reputable entities such as rating agencies stock markets financial media and researchers who would channel signals to market players this framework would enhance public understanding of the requirements of shariah and lead to more effective options available to stakeholders to achieve improvements in islamic financial services this book chapter contains several relevant points of researches on islamic philanthropy as traditional financial system in islam the book starts with the emphasis on the nature of islamic philanthropy as an instrument in realizing socio economic justice through equitable distribution of wealth and reducing poverty in order to maintain sustainable achievement of the goal it is important to use fund of the islamic philanthropy in productive ways hence the discussion then continues with the use of the funds for empowerment programs by displaying the cases for community empowerment in indonesia and
youth empowerment in north eastern nigeria this book places indonesia at the forefront of the global debate about the impact of disruptive digital technologies digital technology is fast becoming the core of life work culture and identity yet while the number of indonesians using the internet has followed the upward global trend some groups e the poor the elderly women the less well educated people living in remote communities e are disadvantaged this interdisciplinary collection of essays by leading researchers and scholars as well as e governance and e commerce insiders examines the impact of digitalisation on the media industry governance commerce informal sector employment education cybercrime terrorism religion artistic and cultural expression and much more it presents groundbreaking analysis of the impact of digitalisation in one of the world s most diverse geographically vast nations in weighing arguments about the opportunities and challenges presented by digitalisation it puts the very idea of a technological revolution into critical perspective marketing in the emerging islamic markets is a challenging business function since international companies must contend with unfamiliar customs cultural differences and legal challenges this book provides marketers who want to reach this emerging and very lucrative consumer base with essential research based insights on these aspects and how to deal with them this book redefines marketing practice and conduct and challenges conventional marketing wisdom by introducing a religious based ethical framework to the practice of marketing the framework opens a whole new array of marketing opportunities and describes the behavior of the consumer community and companies using a different approach than conventional marketing thought as many countries are now looking for alternative ways of doing business with a focus on preserving ethics morals and values it is important to understand and consider islamic business islamic business management and entrepreneurship are topics that are discussed by many scholars however researchers in some countries have yet to comprehensively understand and implement current models strategies and applications strategies and applications of islamic entrepreneurship considers all aspects of islamic business management and entrepreneurship the book also provides the best practices and challenges of implementing islamic business models covering key topics such as islamic marketing islamic business environments and muslim countries this premier reference source is ideal for managers business owners policymakers industry professionals researchers academicians scholars instructors and students the subject of religion and dress in turkey has been debated at great length both in academia and the media through in depth ethnographic research into the turkish fashion market and the work of a category of new comers namely headscarf wearing fashion professionals islam faith and fashion examines entrepreneurship in this market and the aesthetic desirability religious suitability and ethical credibility of fashionable islamic dress what makes a fashionable outfit islamically appropriate what makes an islamically appropriate outfit fashionable what are the conditions challenges and constraints an entrepreneur faces in this market and how do they market their products is the presumed oxymoronic nature of islamic fashion a challenge or a burden through case studies and ethnographic portraits craciun questions the commercialization of islamic dress and tackles the delicate and often incompatible relationship between clothing worn in recognition of religious belief and clothing worn purely because it is fashionable this timely analysis of fashion religion ethics and aesthetics presents dress as a disputed and a contested locus of modernity islam faith and fashion will be essential reading for students of fashion anthropology and material and visual culture the economic integration of southeast asia or asean economic community aec offers enormous opportunities for its members to develop and collectively collaborate with other economies combining the culture of the region with global business in an expanding digital atmosphere however has caused numerous challenges on an international scale due to the importance of this economic player in asia research on key topics including islamic economics islamic finance technology and cultural issues in doing business are essential to understand the asean competitive landscape and its relations with other countries economics business and islamic finance in asean economics community is a pivotal reference source that explores key issues and enhances understanding of business and economics in the asean community and explores the collaboration between this community and islamic finance and technology while highlighting topics such as global business smart manufacturing and human resource management this publication explores sustainable development practices as well as the methods of cultural appreciation in economics this book is ideally designed for deans heads of department directors politicians policymakers economists corporate heads senior general managers managing directors information technology directors and
managers libraries academicians researchers and students the proceedings of the social and humanities research symposium sores shares ideas either research results or literature review on islam media and education in the digital era some recent issues consists of innovative education in the digital era new media and journalism islamic education human wellbeing marketing and fintech in terms of islamic perspective economic welfare law and ethics it is expected that the proceedings will give new insights to the knowledge and practice of social and humanities research therefore such parties involved in social and humanities research as academics practitioners business leaders and others will acquire benefits from the contents of the proceedings embark on a comprehensive mcq multiple choice questions guide through the depths of islamic studies with islamic studies mastery immerse yourself in an educational journey that covers the rich tapestry of islamic history theology and culture providing a thorough understanding of the principles that shape this diverse and influential faith key features interactive learning engage with an array of thoughtfully crafted mcqs that transform your exploration of islamic studies into an interactive and insightful experience covering a broad spectrum of topics this guide ensures a well rounded understanding of islam comprehensive exploration delve into the intricacies of islamic theology jurisprudence and the historical development of islamic civilization each mcq is designed to test and enhance your knowledge providing a nuanced view of the multifaceted aspects of islam educational enrichment islamic studies mastery serves as a valuable educational tool seamlessly blending learning with the joy of discovery explore the diverse themes within islamic studies from the quran and hadith to islamic art architecture and the contributions of muslim scholars throughout history cultural celebration celebrate the rich cultural diversity within the islamic world through a series of mcqs that highlight the global impact of islamic civilization gain insights into the customs traditions and contributions of muslims across different regions reflective insights engage with reflective questions that encourage a deeper understanding of the moral ethical and philosophical dimensions of islam explore the principles that guide muslim life from the five pillars of islam to the concept of social justice joyful exploration islamic studies mastery transforms the exploration of islamic studies into a joyful and enlightening experience it provides an engaging way for readers of all backgrounds to understand and appreciate the complexities of islam through the lens of trivia keywords islamic studies mcqs interactive learning educational enrichment cultural celebration reflective insights joyful exploration islam muslim civilization why islamic studies mastery is a must have islamic studies mastery is the ultimate guide for those seeking a profound understanding of islam whether you are a student of religious studies a cultural enthusiast or someone eager to explore the rich heritage of islam this mcq guide offers a comprehensive and enlightening journey through the diverse aspects of islamic studies purchase your copy today and embark on a mastery level exploration of islam protection of privacy information on personal data in indonesian is still weak this is suspected from the still abundance of personal data of someone including for business and political interests there are still many companies that sell personal data without permission from the subject of data misuse of data when it is private that someone s privacy can be obtained by others without the permission of the subject of the data may cause harm to the subject of the data as also conveyed by keynote speaker is dr syahirah abdul shukor this book serves as a valuable resource for islamic entrepreneurship researchers halal scholars islamic finance professionals halal advocates and halal business model consultants in the fast changing global economy the thematic focus is not only on islamic and halal entrepreneurship but also on halal production and consumption ethics and impact investing in islamic entrepreneurship shariah principles guiding business model innovation and utilisation of disruptive technologies such as crowdfunding for startups bitcoin digital ventures cryptocurrency blockchain among others islamic entrepreneurship and sdgs halalisation and sustainability issues and emergence of islamic fintech in muslim majority nations and nations with plural economic systems including the interface of islamic and halal entrepreneurship with science technology engineering and mathematics stem at the moment the working knowledge about islamic and halal entrepreneurship is at its infancy among islamic finance professionals halal consultants academic researchers and students nursing the ambition of going into these two fields universities islamic training academies and centres are also ill equipped to enrich islamic and halal curricula with principles and conventional models one of the proactive ways of breaking financial exclusion social inequality and social exclusion caused by apathy and avoidance of riba maysir and gharar is by recognising embracing and promoting islamic and halal entrepreneurship among the
excluded muslims and lovers of ethical business models overall this book aims to promote better understanding of islamic and halal entrepreneurship in order to assist academics researchers practitioners consultants and policymakers to improve the growth of islamic startups and small and medium enterprises smes by improving social inclusion and financial inclusion and accelerating the attainment of sdg 8 and sdg12 the handbook of islamic banking comprises 25 studies by leading international experts on islamic banking and finance specially commissioned to analyse the various debates and the current state of play in the field from its origins thirty years ago islamic banking has expanded rapidly to become a distinctive and fast growing segment of the international banking and capital markets despite this expansion islamic banking still remains poorly understood in many parts of the muslim world and continues to be a mystery in much of the west this comprehensive handbook provides a succinct analysis of the workings of islamic banking and finance accessible to a wide range of readers at the same time it seeks to bring the current research agenda and the main issues on islamic banking before a wider audience islamic banking offers as an alternative to conventional interest based financing methods a wide variety of financial instruments and investment vehicles based on profit and loss sharing arrangements these are all explored in detail along with other subjects such as governance and risk management securities and investment structured financing accounting and regulation economic development and globalization m kabir hassan mervyn lewis and the other contributors have created an authoritative and original reference work which will contribute to a wider understanding of islamic banking as well as provoking further discussion and research it will be invaluable to all scholars researchers and policymakers with an interest in this subject given the intense political scrutiny of islam and muslims which often centres on gendered concerns the routledge handbook of islam and gender is an outstanding reference source to key topics problems and debates in this exciting subject comprising over 30 chapters by a team of international contributors the handbook is divided into seven parts foundational texts in historical and contemporary contexts sex sexuality and gender difference gendered piety and authority political and religious displacements negotiating law ethics and normativity vulnerability care and violence in muslim families representation commodification and popular culture these sections examine key debates and problems including feminist and queer approaches to the qur an hadith islamic law and ethics sufism devotional practice pilgrimage charity female religious authority global politics of feminism material and consumer culture masculinity fertility and the family sexuality sexual rights domestic violence marriage practices and gendered representations of muslims in film and media the routledge handbook of islam and gender is essential reading for students and researchers in religious studies islamic studies and gender studies the handbook will also be very useful for those in related fields such as cultural studies area studies sociology anthropology and history the american journal of islamic social sciences ajiss established in 1984 is a quarterly double blind peer reviewed and interdisciplinary journal published by the international institute of islamic thought iiit and distributed worldwide the journal showcases a wide variety of scholarly research on all facets of islam and the muslim world including subjects such as anthropology history philosophy and metaphysics politics psychology religious law and traditional islam many muslim societies are in the throes of tumultuous political transitions and common to all has been heightened debate over the place of shari a law in modern politics and ethical life bringing together leading scholars of islamic politics ethics and law this book examines the varied meanings and uses of islamic law so as to assess the prospects for democratic plural and gender equitable islamic ethics today these essays show that contrary to the claims of some radicals muslim understandings of islamic law and ethics have always been varied and emerge not from unchanging texts but from real and active engagement with islamic traditions and everyday life the ethical debates that rage in contemporary muslim societies reveal much about the prospects for democratic societies and a pluralist islamic ethics in the future they also suggest that despite the tragic violence wrought in recent years by boko haram and the islamic state in iraq we may yet see an age of ethical renewal across the muslim world this timely book addresses the effects and implications of rapid technological changes within the financial services industry on islamic finance and islamic banks exploring current challenges opportunities and threats the authors provide an overview of how fintech can operate within an islamic context under the shari ah principles or the halal framework for example examining the potential opportunities of islamic fintech from a socio economic perspective this edited collection will be of use to anyone researching fintech or islamic finance as well as
practitioners and policy makers involved in banking and financial services this essential textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the islamic business environment exploring core concepts and practices in business administration from an islamic perspective thorough and accessible it covers the full range of islamic business including entrepreneurship ethics organizational culture marketing finance and decision making taking an integrated approach that aligns contemporary business practice with traditional islamic literature the book offers an engaging exploration of the key ways in which business activities can be organised to align with islamic norms rules and regulation developed from the teaching practice of an international range of leading scholars in the field islamic business administration includes topical case studies practical business scenarios and comparative features encouraging students to place their understanding of islamic business within the wider global business context and to understand its practical implementation this is an invaluable companion for students studying a module in islamic business or management at undergraduate postgraduate and mba level it is also suitable for students of islamic finance or banking looking to place their learning in the wider context of islamic business although they are typically portrayed by the media as dangerous extremists in distant lands muslims in fact form a permanent peaceful and growing population in nearly every western country while westerners are now more commonly seeing mosques in their neighborhoods or scarved muslim women in their streets misperceptions and stereotypes remain with expanding numbers and desires to protect their rights and identities muslims are coming into more and more into the public view in muslim minorites in the west noted scholars haddad and smith bring together outstanding essays on the distinct experiences of minority muslim communities from detroit michigan to perth australia and the wide range of issues facing them haddad and smith in their introduction trace the broad contours of the muslim experience in europe america and other areas of european settlement and shed light on the common questions minority muslims face of assimilation discrimination evangelism and politics muslim minorities in the west provides a welcome introduction to these increasingly visible citizens of western nations gelombang revolusi dalam teknologi digital yang terus berkembang dengan pesat telah mengubah wajah dunia jika dibandingkan dengan sektor lain kemajuan teknologi digital ini berjalan lebih gesit dan penuh inovatif dari aspek yang sederhana saja dewasa ini jumlah orang yang memiliki telepon seluler ponsel mungkin jauh lebih besar daripada mereka yang memiliki akses terhadap listrik atau air bersih difusi gelombang teknologi digital telah merangkak masuk ke semua aspek kehidupan dan ekonomi masyarakat dunia seperti transportasi kesehatan pendidikan ritel hotel dan bahkan keuangan dalam sektor keuangan inovasi teknologi sebenarnya bukan merupakan fenomena baru antara teknologi dan keuangan keduanya memiliki sejarah simbiosis mutualisme yang panjang sehingga secara inheren teknologi keuangan financial technology juga bukan merupakan pengembangan baru bagi industri jasa keuangan meskipun demikian intensitas pembahasan dan kajian tentang keduanya cukup tinggi akhir akhir ini terutama karena penetrasi fintech itu sangat cepat isu tersebut menjadi perhatian banyak pihak pada berbagai level di indonesia baik di kalangan pengambil keputusan akademisi dan praktisi bisnis keuangan maupun di tingkat publik masyarakat sebagai konsumen atau pengguna fintech misalnya seperti isu mata uang kripto cryptocurrency bitcoin blockchain meskipun telah muncul banyak perhatikan dari kalangan ekonom secara umum terkait fintech penulis belum banyak melihat diskursus yang mengaitkannya dengan keuangan islam padahal kaitannya dengan keuangan islam keuangan menarik untuk dibahas sebab islam merupakan salah satu pasar ekonomi syariah terbesar di indonesia katadata co id 2020 oleh sebab itu book chapter ini hadir untuk memberikan perspektif baru terkait fintech dari sudut pandang keuangan islam secara komprehensif dari berbagai kalangan akademisi yang terbagi dalam 18 sub pembahasan yang saling terkait tujuannya tentu memberikan edukasi edukasi kepada para umat islam khususnya dan bagi pelaku pada pasar ekonomi syariah pada umumnya managing operations is an integral part of all business and comprises a number of components including quality management production planning supply chain management logistics and inventory control the effective management of operations plays a defining role in enhancing business efficiency and is a lynchpin for success this book explores how islamic principles and tools can be applied to improve operations management across industries while islamic banking and finance are established disciplines there is yet little evidence of how exploring operations management from an islamic lens can improve efficiency bringing together leading scholars across subdisciplines the editors fill the long standing gap and address the rising demand for halal products and services by providing a unique perspective to define
and enhance an important growing field this book will be a useful reference for those who wish to understand all aspects of islamic business operations and halal logistics the book will be helpful to academics researchers and upper level students in particular to those who are looking to further their research on how islamic principles can be applied to business operations the book is a collection of chapters discussing the sustainable development goals in the broader context of islamic finance along with mapping the sdgs with maqasid al shariah it provides a framework for both muslim and non muslim countries to develop a sustainable economy which encompasses not only the concept of the welfare state but also supports development related activities ensures financial inclusion through equal distribution of wealth and alleviation of poverty and protects the overall environmental and ecological system more specifically this book explores various aspects of islamic finance in relation to parameters of sdgs restructuring of islamic finance and connecting its dots in the light of sdgs islamic perspective on esg and ecological quality interest free tools and modernization of islamic financial institutions for sustainable development and economic stability and the role of islamic finance in infrastructure related development activities consistent with the view that sdgs are embedded within the theme of islamic finance this book is specifically designed to meet the needs of key regulatory institutions academic scholars and industry practitioners both in the field of islamic finance and sustainable finance in this volume 30 of the field s top scholars examine historical and contemporary aspects of american islam and explore the meaning of religious identity in the context of race ethnicity gender and politics in the realm of islamic finance a pivotal challenge looms the escalating complexity of investment decisions macroeconomic analyses and credit evaluations in response we present a groundbreaking solution that resonates with the rapidly evolving fintech era fintech applications in islamic finance ai machine learning and blockchain techniques offers a compelling repository of knowledge meticulously curated by renowned editors mohammad irfan seifedine kadry muhammad sharif and habib ullah khan fintech applications in islamic finance ai machine learning and blockchain techniques is a call to action an exploration of innovation and a guide for both academia and industry in an era where ai ml and blockchain reshape finance this book stands as a beacon of knowledge ushering islamic finance into a realm of unprecedented efficiency and insight as we invite readers to embark on this transformative journey we illuminate the path to a future where technology and tradition converge harmoniously in the late 1970s islam regained its force by generating novel forms of piety and forging new paths in politics throughout the world including china the islamic revival in china which came to fruition in the 2000s and the 2010s prompted increases in government suppression but also intriguing resonances with the broader muslim world from influential theoretical and political contestations over muslim women s status the popularization of mass media and the appearance of new patterns of consumption to increases in transnational muslim migration although china does not belong to the islamic world as it is conventionally understood china s muslims have strengthened and expanded their global connections and impact such significant shifts in chinese muslim life have received scant scholarly attention until now with contributions from a wide variety of scholars all sharing a commitment to the value of the ethnographic approach this volume provides the first comprehensive account of china s islamic revival since the 1980s as the country struggled to recover from the wreckage of the cultural revolution the authors show the multifarious nature of china s islam revival which defies any reductive portrayal that paints it as a unified development motivated by a common ideology and demonstrate how it was embedded in china s broader economic transition most importantly they trace the historical genealogies and sociopolitical conditions that undergird the crackdown on muslim life across china confronting head on the difficulties of working with muslims uyghur muslims in particular at a time of intense religious oppression intellectual censorship and intrusive surveillance technology with chapters on both hui and uyghur muslims this book also traverses boundaries that often separate studies of these two groups and illustrates with great clarity the value of disciplinary and methodological border crossing as such ethnographies of islam in china is essential reading for those interested in islam s complexity in contemporary china and its broader relevance to the muslim world and the changing nature of chinese society seen through the prism of religion the 13th international conference on human computer interaction hci international 2009 was held in san diego california usa july 19 24 2009 jointly with the symposium on human interface japan 2009 the 8th international conference on engineering psychology and cognitive ergonomics the 5th international conference on universal access in human computer interaction the third international conference
Applied Islamic E-commerce

2008

delve into the dynamic world of islamic online business with ethics e commerce and international trade by srp this insightful book navigates the intersection of ethical principles and the ever evolving landscape of digital commerce explore the profound connections between islamic values and successful international trade providing a comprehensive guide for entrepreneurs and business enthusiasts srp skillfully weaves together the threads of ethics e commerce and global trade offering a compelling narrative that resonates with both seasoned professionals and those embarking on the exciting journey of online business in the islamic context uncover the keys to ethical business practices and strategic international trade making this book an indispensable resource for anyone committed to thriving in the islamic online business sphere

Islamic Online Business
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on electronic commerce in makassar indonesia from the perspective of islamic law

E-commerce in Islamic Perspectives

2001
featuring high level analysis of Islamic law, this book examines fintech in Islamic finance from both theoretical and empirical perspectives whilst building on existing approaches. It also discusses the current application of fintech in promoting financial inclusion through innovative solutions in Muslim majority countries identifying future directions for policymakers with original chapters written by prominent academics, senior lawyers, and practitioners in the global Islamic finance industry. This book serves as the first standalone pioneering reference work on fintech in Islamic finance. It also examines the first time examines the position of Islamic law on cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin. Besides the conceptual analysis of the Sharīʿah and legal aspects of fintech in Islamic finance, this book provides relevant case studies showing current and potential developments in the application of fintech in various sectors ranging from crowdfunding and smart contracts to online dispute resolution, investment account platform and identity verification in the KYC process. Setting the agenda for researchers in the field, fintech in Islamic finance will be useful to students and scholars of Islamic finance and financial technology.

**E-commerce dan hukum Islam**

2012

In today's increasingly connected business world, there is new pressure for local brands to go global and a need for already global corporations to cater to new audiences that were previously ignored. Islamic perspectives on marketing and consumer behavior planning, implementation, and control brings together the best practices for entry and expansion of global brands into Islamic countries. This book is an essential reference source for professionals looking to incorporate the laws and practices of Islam into the global presence of their company and presents a cutting edge look at worldwide retail for marketing researchers and academics.

**Fintech in Islamic Finance**

2019-06-07

Islamic finance has grown exponentially since 1963 and has reached more than 70 countries around the world with the asset size of about 2.5 trillion. The Islamic financial system today comprises a sizable asset base, and there is evidence of sustained demand for Islamic financial products and services in the global market with demand outstripping supply. This book provides a new source of understanding of the Islamic financial products in view of facilitating academia, industrialists, professionals, product designers, students, and policymakers globally. There is a mass of literature on Islamic finance available to the market, but very little research is found in the form of book exclusively on Islamic financial products and their structures. Thus, this book is a timely contribution to the global market with Islamic financial product solutions.

**Islamic Perspectives on Marketing and Consumer Behavior: Planning, Implementation, and Control**
are the WTo agreements and dispute settlement procedures consistent with Islamic Shari'a law principles and norms of justice? How can a foreign investor in a Muslim country comply with the financial tenets of Shari'a? Will Arab and Islamic countries continue to lag behind much of the world in e-commerce? Can e-commerce be integrated with traditional business methods as an engine of economic growth? Experts examine these and other issues from their unique perspectives in this fourth volume in the Permanent Court of Arbitration Peace Palace Papers series, which reproduces the work of the fourth international law seminar held at the Peace Palace on October 12, 2001. The seminar organized jointly by the Permanent Court of Arbitration and the Arab Union of International Arbitration focused on strengthening relations with Arab and Islamic countries. The papers presented here point out that not only is free and liberal trade deeply rooted in the culture of Islam, Shari'a urges the accommodation of all kinds of knowledge including the technological environment necessary for e-commerce. They point the way to full participation by Arab and Islamic countries in the world economic community. This work focuses on strengthening relations with Arab and Islamic countries in three specific areas: electronic commerce, the World Trade Organization's dispute settlement mechanisms, and foreign investment. Contributors come from the Middle East, Europe, and North America and offer a diversity of perspectives on strengthening relations with Arab and Islamic countries. This book will be of interest to international organizations, corporate counsel, international lawyers, and business people, as well as to students of international law and Islamic law.

Islamic Financial Products

Lecture notes from the year 2014 in the subject computer science commercial information technology international Islamic University Chittagong Bangladesh Course computer application in business language English. Abstract: E-commerce is a hot topic over decades. This document will give an idea of e-commerce technology and its perspective in Bangladesh. This lecture note was prepared for the course named computer application in business at the Department of Business Administration, International Islamic University Chittagong Bangladesh.

Strengthening Relations with Arab and Islamic Countries Through International Law: E-Commerce, the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism, and Foreign Investment: Papers Emanating from the Fourth PCA International Law Seminar, October 12, 2001

This proceedings volume presents selected chapters from the 13th Global Islamic Marketing Conference featuring contributions from renowned experts from around the world. The chapters offer an up-to-date overview of research and insights into Islamic business practices with a specific focus on Islamic marketing and entrepreneurship strategies authored by experts hailing from diverse countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Pakistan, United Arab Emirates, Jordan, and Morocco.
chapters collectively provide a comprehensive understanding of the subject matter covering a wide range of topics including understanding muslim consumer behavior and marketing halal tourism and healthcare entrepreneurship and business in muslim societies women empowerment and entrepreneurship islamic ethics and values in organizations psychological factors and social issues technology and future trends and social and labor issues in muslim societies this book encompasses a global perspective on the subject matter with the expertise and diverse backgrounds of the contributing authors this book serves as an invaluable resource for researchers interested in delving into the intricacies of islamic business practices it also offers valuable insights and practical implications for business consultants seeking a deep understanding of conducting business in islam oriented regions the collective knowledge and experiences shared by these renowned experts contribute to a comprehensive exploration of the topic making this volume a significant contribution to the field of islamic marketing and business studies

Introduction to E-Commerce Technology in Business

2014-10-06

the internet has become an indispensable part of daily human activities the use of the internet to conduct online transactions has been increasing unless they encounter difficulties people pay very little attention as to whether the e business they are going into is valid this book intends to fill the vacuity of a comprehensive study on e business it covers not only the view of malaysian common law but also the perspective of islamic law

Research on Islamic Business Concepts

2023-11-16

abstract the structures and processes established within an institution offering islamic financial services iffs for monitoring and evaluating shariah compliance rely essentially on arrangements internal to the firm by being incorporated in the institutional structure a shariah supervisory board ssb has the advantage of being close to the market competent independent and empowered to approve new shariah conforming instruments an ssb can enable innovation likely to emerge within the institution the paper reviews the issues and options facing current arrangements for ensuring shariah compliance by iffs it suggests a framework that draws on internal and external arrangements to the firm and emphasizes market discipline in issuing its fatwas an ssb could be guided by standardized contracts and practices that could be harmonized by a self regulatory professionals association a framework with the suggested internal and external features could ensure adequate consistency of interpretation and enhance the enforceability of contracts before civil courts the review of transactions would mainly be entrusted to internal review units which would collaborate with external auditors responsible for issuing an annual opinion on whether the institution s activities has met its shariah requirements this process would be sustained by reputable entities such as rating agencies stock markets financial media and researchers who would channel signals to market players this framework would enhance public understanding of the requirements of shariah and lead to more effective options available to stakeholders to achieve improvements in islamic financial services
this book chapter contains several relevant points of researches on islamic philanthropy as traditional financial system in islam the book starts with the emphasis on the nature of islamic philanthropy as an instrument in realizing socio economic justice through equitable distribution of wealth and reducing poverty in order to maintain sustainable achievement of the goal it is important to use fund of the islamic philanthropy in productive ways hence the discussion then continues with the use of the funds for empowerment programs by displaying the cases for community empowerment in indonesia and youth empowerment in north eastern nigeria

**Corporate Governance and Shariah Compliance in Institutions Offering Islamic Financial Services**

this book places indonesia at the forefront of the global debate about the impact of disruptive digital technologies digital technology is fast becoming the core of life work culture and identity yet while the number of indonesians using the internet has followed the upward global trend some groups e the poor the elderly women the less well educated people living in remote communities e are disadvantaged this interdisciplinary collection of essays by leading researchers and scholars as well as e governance and e commerce insiders examines the impact of digitalisation on the media industry governance commerce informal sector employment education cybercrime terrorism religion artistic and cultural expression and much more it presents groundbreaking analysis of the impact of digitalisation in one of the world s most diverse geographically vast nations in weighing arguments about the opportunities and challenges presented by digitalisation it puts the very idea of a technological revolution into critical perspective

**Transaksi bisnis e-commerce**

marketing in the emerging islamic markets is a challenging business function since international companies must contend with unfamiliar customs cultural differences and legal challenges this book provides marketers who want to reach this emerging and very lucrative consumer base with essential research based insights on these aspects and how to deal with them this book redefines marketing practice and conduct and challenges conventional marketing wisdom by introducing a religious based ethical framework to the practice of marketing the framework opens a whole new array of marketing opportunities and describes the behavior of the consumer community and companies using a different approach than conventional marketing thought

**ISLAMIC PHILANTHROPY: Merits and Current Development**
as many countries are now looking for alternative ways of doing business with a focus on preserving ethics morals and values it is important to understand and consider islamic business islamic business management and entrepreneurship are topics that are discussed by many scholars however researchers in some countries have yet to comprehensively understand and implement current models strategies and applications strategies and applications of islamic entrepreneurship considers all aspects of islamic business management and entrepreneurship the book also provides the best practices and challenges of implementing islamic business models covering key topics such as islamic marketing islamic business environments and muslim countries this premier reference source is ideal for managers business owners policymakers industry professionals researchers academicians scholars instructors and students

Digital Indonesia

2018-02-14

the subject of religion and dress in turkey has been debated at great length both in academia and the media through in depth ethnographic research into the turkish fashion market and the work of a category of new comers namely headscarf wearing fashion professionals islam faith and fashion examines entrepreneurship in this market and the aesthetic desirability religious suitability and ethical credibility of fashionable islamic dress what makes a fashionable outfit islamically appropriate what makes an islamically appropriate outfit fashionable what are the conditions challenges and constraints an entrepreneur faces in this market and how do they market their products is the presumed oxymoronic nature of islamic fashion a challenge or a burden through case studies and ethnographic portraits craciun questions the commercialization of islamic dress and tackles the delicate and often incompatible relationship between clothing worn in recognition of religious belief and clothing worn purely because it is fashionable this timely analysis of fashion religion ethics and aesthetics presents dress as a disputed and a contested locus of modernity islam faith and fashion will be essential reading for students of fashion anthropology and material and visual culture

Strategic Islamic Marketing

2022-06-28

the economic integration of southeast asia or asean economic community aec offers enormous opportunities for its members to develop and collectively collaborate with other economies combining the culture of the region with global business in an expanding digital atmosphere however has caused numerous challenges on an international scale due to the importance of this economic player in asia research on key topics including islamic economics islamic finance technology and cultural issues in doing business are essential to understand the asean competitive landscape and its relations with other countries economics business and islamic finance in asean economics community is a pivotal reference source that explores key issues and enhances understanding of business and economics in the asean community and explores the collaboration between this community and islamic finance and technology while highlighting topics such as global
Strategies and Applications of Islamic Entrepreneurship

2023-09-25

the proceedings of the social and humanities research symposium sores shares ideas either research results or literature review on islam media and education in the digital era some recent issues consists of innovative education in the digital era new media and journalism islamic education human wellbeing marketing and fintech in terms of islamic perspective economic welfare law and ethics it is expected that the proceedings will give new insights to the knowledge and practice of social and humanities research therefore such parties involved in social and humanities research as academics practitioners business leaders and others will acquire benefits from the contents of the proceedings

Islam, Faith, and Fashion

2017-09-07

embark on a comprehensive mcq multiple choice questions guide through the depths of islamic studies with islamic studies mastery immerse yourself in an educational journey that covers the rich tapestry of islamic history theology and culture providing a thorough understanding of the principles that shape this diverse and influential faith key features interactive learning engage with an array of thoughtfully crafted mcqs that transform your exploration of islamic studies into an interactive and insightful experience covering a broad spectrum of topics this guide ensures a well rounded understanding of islam comprehensive exploration delve into the intricacies of islamic theology jurisprudence and the historical development of islamic civilization each mcq is designed to test and enhance your knowledge providing a nuanced view of the multifaceted aspects of islamic educational enrichment islamic studies mastery serves as a valuable educational tool seamlessly blending learning with the joy of discovery explore the diverse themes within islamic studies from the quran and hadith to islamic art architecture and the contributions of muslim scholars throughout history cultural celebration celebrate the rich cultural diversity within the islamic world through a series of mcqs that highlight the global impact of islamic civilization gain insights into the customs traditions and contributions of muslims across different regions reflective insights engage with reflective questions that encourage a deeper understanding of the moral ethical and philosophical dimensions of islam explore the principles that guide muslim life from the five pillars of islam to the concept of social justice joyful exploration islamic studies mastery transforms the exploration of islamic studies into a joyful and enlightening experience it provides an engaging way for readers of all backgrounds to understand and appreciate the complexities of islam through the lens of trivia keywords islamic studies mcqs interactive learning educational enrichment cultural celebration reflective insights joyful exploration islam muslim civilization why islamic studies mastery is a must have islamic studies mastery is the ultimate guide for those seeking a profound understanding of islam whether you are a
student of religious studies a cultural enthusiast or someone eager to explore the rich heritage of islam this mcq guide offers a comprehensive and enlightening journey through the diverse aspects of islam studies purchase your copy today and embark on a mastery level exploration of islam

Doing Business in the Global Economy

2010

protection of privacy information on personal data in indonesian is still weak this is suspected from the still abundance of personal data of someone including for business and political interests there are still many companies that sell personal data without permission from the subject of data misuse of data when it is private that someone s privacy can be obtained by others without the permission of the subject of the data may cause harm to the subject of the data as also conveyed by keynote speaker is dr syahirah abdul shukor

Economics, Business, and Islamic Finance in ASEAN Economics Community

2020-01-03

this book serves as a valuable resource for islamic entrepreneurship researchers halal scholars islamic finance professionals halal advocates and halal business model consultants in the fast changing global economy the thematic focus is not only on islamic and halal entrepreneurship but also on halal production and consumption ethics and impact investing in islamic entrepreneurship shariah principles guiding business model innovation and utilisation of disruptive technologies such as crowdfunding for startups bitcoin digital ventures cryptocurrency blockchain among others islamic entrepreneurship and sdgs halalisation and sustainability issues and emergence of islamic fintech in muslim majority nations and nations with plural economic systems including the interface of islamic and halal entrepreneurship with science technology engineering and mathematics stem at the moment the working knowledge about islamic and halal entrepreneurship is at its infancy among islamic finance professionals halal consultants academic researchers and students nursing the ambition of going into these two fields universities islamic training academies and centres are also ill equipped to enrich islamic and halal curricula with principles and conventional models one of the proactive ways of breaking financial exclusion social inequality and social exclusion caused by apathy and avoidance of riba maysir and gharar is by recognising embracing and promoting islamic and halal entrepreneurship among the excluded muslims and lovers of ethical business models overall this book aims to promote better understanding of islamic and halal entrepreneurship in order to assist academics researchers practitioners consultants and policymakers to improve the growth of islamic startups and small and medium enterprises smes by improving social inclusion and financial inclusion and accelerating the attainment of sdg 8 and sdg12

Islam, Media and Education in the Digital Era
the handbook of islamic banking comprises 25 studies by leading international experts on islamic banking and finance specially commissioned to analyse the various debates and the current state of play in the field from its origins thirty years ago islamic banking has expanded rapidly to become a distinctive and fast growing segment of the international banking and capital markets despite this expansion islamic banking still remains poorly understood in many parts of the muslim world and continues to be a mystery in much of the west this comprehensive handbook provides a succinct analysis of the workings of islamic banking and finance accessible to a wide range of readers at the same time it seeks to bring the current research agenda and the main issues on islamic banking before a wider audience islamic banking offers as an alternative to conventional interest based financing methods a wide variety of financial instruments and investment vehicles based on profit and loss sharing arrangements these are all explored in detail along with other subjects such as governance and risk management securities and investment structured finance accounting and regulation economic development and globalization m kabir hassan mervyn lewis and the other contributors have created an authoritative and original reference work which will contribute to a wider understanding of islamic banking as well as provoking further discussion and research it will be invaluable to all scholars researchers and policymakers with an interest in this subject

ISLAM

2023-10-29

given the intense political scrutiny of islam and muslims which often centres on gendered concerns the routledge handbook of islam and gender is an outstanding reference source to key topics problems and debates in this exciting subject comprising over 30 chapters by a team of international contributors the handbook is divided into seven parts foundational texts in historical and contemporary contexts sex sexuality and gender difference gendered piety and authority political and religious displacements negotiating law ethics and normativity vulnerability care and violence in muslim families representation commodification and popular culture these sections examine key debates and problems including feminist and queer approaches to the qur an hadith islamic law and ethics sufism devotional practice pilgrimage charity female religious authority global politics of feminism material and consumer culture masculinity fertility and the family sexuality sexual rights domestic violence marriage practices and gendered representations of muslims in film and media the routledge handbook of islam and gender is essential reading for students and researchers in religious studies islamic studies and gender studies the handbook will also be very useful for those in related fields such as cultural studies area studies sociology anthropology and history

International Conference Call for Paper Personal Data Protection in Digital Era

2018-09-01

the american journal of islamic social sciences ajiss established in 1984 is a quarterly double blind peer reviewed and interdisciplinary journal published by the international institute of islamic thought
Contemporary Discourse of Halal and Islamic Entrepreneurship

2023-12-11

many muslim societies are in the throes of tumultuous political transitions and common to all has been heightened debate over the place of sharia law in modern politics and ethical life bringing together leading scholars of islamic politics ethics and law this book examines the varied meanings and uses of islamic law so as to assess the prospects for democratic plural and gender equitable islamic ethics today these essays show that contrary to the claims of some radicals muslim understandings of islamic law and ethics have always been varied and emerge not from unchanging texts but from real and active engagement with islamic traditions and everyday life the ethical debates that rage in contemporary muslim societies reveal much about the prospects for democratic societies and a pluralist islamic ethics in the future they also suggest that despite the tragic violence wrought in recent years by boko haram and the islamic state in iraq we may yet see an age of ethical renewal across the muslim world

Handbook of Islamic Banking

2009-01-01

this timely book addresses the effects and implications of rapid technological changes within the financial services industry on islamic finance and islamic banks exploring current challenges opportunities and threats the authors provide an overview of how fintech can operate within an islamic context under the shari'ah principles or the halal framework for example examining the potential opportunities of islamic fintech from a socio economic perspective this edited collection will be of use to anyone researching fintech or islamic finance as well as practitioners and policy makers involved in banking and financial services

The Routledge Handbook of Islam and Gender

2020-11-09

this essential textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the islamic business environment exploring core concepts and practices in business administration from an islamic perspective thorough and accessible it covers the full range of islamic business including entrepreneurship ethics organizational culture marketing finance and decision making taking an integrated approach that aligns contemporary business practice with traditional islamic literature the book offers an engaging exploration of the key ways in which business activities can be organised to align with islamic norms rules and regulation developed from the teaching practice of an international range of leading scholars in the field islamic business administration includes topical case studies practical
business scenarios and comparative features encouraging students to place their understanding of
islamic business within the wider global business context and to understand its practical
implementation this is an invaluable companion for students studying a module in islamic business
or management at undergraduate postgraduate and mba level it is also suitable for students of
islamic finance or banking looking to place their learning in the wider context of islamic business

American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences 15:3
2016-08-29
although they are typically portrayed by the media as dangerous extremists in distant lands muslims
in fact form a permanent peaceful and growing population in nearly every western country while
westerners are now more commonly seeing mosques in their neighborhoods or scarved muslim
women in their streets misperceptions and stereotypes remain with expanding numbers and desires
to protect their rights and identities muslims are coming into more and more into the public view in
muslim minorites in the west noted scholars haddad and smith bring together outstanding essays on
the distinct experiences of minority muslim communities from detroit michigan to perth australia and
the wide range of issues facing them haddad and smith in their introduction trace the broad contours
of the muslim experience in europe america and other areas of european settlement and shed light
on the common questions minority muslims face of assimilation discrimination evangelism and
politics muslim minorities in the west provides a welcome introduction to these increasingly visible
citizens of western nations

Shari’a Law and Modern Muslim Ethics
2021-01-27
gelombang revolusi dalam teknologi digital yang terus berkembang dengan pesat telah mengubah
wajah dunia jika dibandingkan dengan sektor lain kemajuan teknologi digital ini berjalan lebih gesit
dan penuh inovatif dari aspek yang sederhana saja dewasa ini jumlah orang yang memiliki telepon
seluler ponsel mungkin jauh lebih besar daripada mereka yang memiliki akses terhadap listrik atau
air bersih difusi gelombang teknologi digital telah merangkak masuk ke semua aspek kehidupan
dan ekonomi masyarakat dunia seperti transportasi kesehatan pendidikan ritel hotel dan bahkan
keuangan dalam sektor keuangan inovasi teknologi sebenarnya bukan merupakan fenomena baru
antara teknologi dan keuangan keduanya memiliki sejarah simbiosis mutualisme yang panjang
sehingga secara inheren teknologi keuangan financial technology juga bukan merupakan
pengembangan baru bagi industri jasa keuangan meskipun demikian intensitas pembahasan dan
kajian tentang keduanya cukup tinggi akhir akhir ini terutama karena penetrasi fintech itu sangat
cepat isu tersebut menjadi perhatian banyak pihak pada berbagai level di indonesia baik di
kalangan pengambil keputusan akademisi dan praktisi bisnis keuangan maupun di tingkat publik
masyarakat sebagai konsumen atau pengguna fintech misalnya seperti isu mata uang kripto
cryptocurrency bitcoin blockchain meskipun telah muncul banyak perhatikan dari kalangan ekonom
secara umum terkait fintech penulis belum banyak melihat diskursus yang mengaitkannya dengan
keuangan islam padahal kaitannya dengan keuangan islamic finance menarik untuk dibahas
sebab di indonesia merupakan salah satu pasar ekonomi syariah terbesar di indonesia katadata co id
2020 oleh sebab itu book chapter ini hadir untuk memberikan perspektif baru terkait fintech dari
sudut pandang keuangan islam secara komprehensif dari berbagai kalangan akademisi yang terbagi dalam 18 sub pembahasan yang saling terkait tujuannya tentu memberikan edukasi edukasi kepada para umat islam khususnya dan bagi pelaku pada pasar ekonomi syariah pada umumnya

**Islamic FinTech**

2020-03-13

managing operations is an integral part of all business and comprises a number of components including quality management production planning supply chain management logistics and inventory control the effective management of operations plays a defining role in enhancing business efficiency and is a lynchpin for success this book explores how islamic principles and tools can be applied to improve operations management across industries while islamic banking and finance are established disciplines there is yet little evidence of how exploring operations management from an islamic lens can improve efficiency bringing together leading scholars across subdisciplines the editors fill the long standing gap and address the rising demand for halal products and services by providing a unique perspective to define and enhance an important growing field this book will be a useful reference for those who wish to understand all aspects of islamic business operations and halal logistics the book will be helpful to academics researchers and upper level students in particular to those who are looking to further their research on how islamic principles can be applied to business operations

**Islamic Business Administration**

2002-03-11

the book is a collection of chapters discussing the sustainable development goals in the broader context of islamic finance along with mapping the sdgs with maqasid al shariah it provides a framework for both muslim and non muslim countries to develop a sustainable economy which encompasses not only the concept of the welfare state but also supports development related activities ensures financial inclusion through equal distribution of wealth and alleviation of poverty and protects the overall environmental and ecological system more specifically this book explores various aspects of islamic finance in relation to parameters of sdgs restructuring of islamic finance and connecting its dots in the light of sdgs islamic perspective on esg and ecological quality interest free tools and modernization of islamic financial institutions for sustainable development and economic stability and the role of islamic finance in infrastructure related development activities consistent with the view that sdgs are embedded within the theme of islamic finance this book is specifically designed to meet the needs of key regulatory institutions academic scholars and industry practitioners both in the field of islamic finance and sustainable finance

**Muslim Minorities in the West**

2022-04-30
in this volume 30 of the field’s top scholars examine historical and contemporary aspects of American Islam and explore the meaning of religious identity in the context of race, ethnicity, gender, and politics.

**Fintech dalam Keuangan Islam: Teori dan Praktik**

2024-04-16

In the realm of Islamic finance, a pivotal challenge looms—the escalating complexity of investment decisions, macroeconomic analyses, and credit evaluations. In response, we present a groundbreaking solution that resonates with the rapidly evolving fintech era. Fintech applications in Islamic finance, AI, machine learning, and blockchain techniques offer a compelling repository of knowledge meticulously curated by renowned editors Mohammad Irfan, Seifedine Kadry, Muhammad Sharif, and Habib Ullah Khan. Fintech applications in Islamic finance, AI, machine learning, and blockchain techniques is a call to action, an exploration of innovation, and a guide for both academia and industry in an era where AI, ML, and blockchain reshape finance. This book stands as a beacon of knowledge, ushering Islamic finance into a realm of unprecedented efficiency and insight. As we invite readers to embark on this transformative journey, we illuminate the path to a future where technology and tradition converge harmoniously.

**Islamic Operations Management**

2021-08-13

In the late 1970s, Islam regained its force by generating novel forms of piety and forging new paths in politics throughout the world, including China. The Islamic revival in China, which came to fruition in the 2000s and the 2010s, prompted increases in government suppression but also intriguing resonances with the broader Muslim world from influential theoretical and political contestations over Muslim women’s status, the popularization of mass media, and the appearance of new patterns of consumption. Increases in transnational Muslim migration, although China does not belong to the Islamic world as it is conventionally understood, have strengthened and expanded their global connections and impact. Such significant shifts in Chinese Muslim life have received scant scholarly attention until now. With contributions from a wide variety of scholars all sharing a commitment to the value of the ethnographic approach, this volume provides the first comprehensive account of China’s Islamic revival since the 1980s as the country struggled to recover from the wreckage of the cultural revolution. The authors show the multifarious nature of China’s Islamic revival, which defies any reductive portrayal that paints it as a unified development motivated by a common ideology and demonstrate how it was embedded in China’s broader economic transition. Most importantly, they trace the historical genealogies and sociopolitical conditions that undergird the crackdown on Muslim life across China, confronting head-on the difficulties of working with Muslims. Understanding this context is essential reading for those interested in Islam’s complexity in contemporary China and its broader relevance to the Muslim world and the changing nature of Chinese society seen through the prism of
The Oxford Handbook of American Islam

2023-12-07

This book examines the use of everyday items such as food, clothing, and social media accounts to offer sociological and intersectional analyses of how religion, race, politics, class, and gender shape define and reinforce consumption practices of Muslim American women.

Fintech Applications in Islamic Finance: AI, Machine Learning, and Blockchain Techniques

2021-01-31

Buku ini membahas tentang bagaimana Islamic finance dapat menjadi solusi dalam mencapai kesejahteraan financial bagi generasi Z di Indonesia dalam buku ini akan di jelaskan kajian pesiokologis karakter dan profil pemuda dalam Islam serta contoh beberapa sahabat Nabi yang sukses usia muda. Buku ini membahas mengenai prinsip dan kaidah keuangan Islam dalam Islamic finance juga akan diuraikan buku ini juga akan membahas mengenai wealth management dalam Islamic finance, seperti akumulasi distribusi dan pemurnian harta. Buku ini membahas aplikasi wealth Islamic management for gen Z yang akan dijelaskan sebagai solusi praktis dalam mengelola keuangan mereka melalui buku ini diharapkan para pembaca khususnya generasi Z dapat
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